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Some vols. include supplemental journals of "such
proceedings of the sessions, as, during the time they
were depending, were ordered to be kept secret, and
respecting which the injunction of secrecy was
afterwards taken off by the order of the House".
The Druid Series #7-Thresher The Druid Series #8- TDB
The Druid Series #9- Baird
In this electrifying New York Times ebook and USA
Today bestseller from rising star of dark and sizzling new
adult novels Marata Eros, a former ballerina struggles to
hide her painful past—only to discover she’s not the only
one with secrets. "We’re terrible together. . . ." Jess
Mackey’s whole life is a meticulously fabricated lie. She
escaped the violent tragedy of her past and is forging
ahead with a clean slate far removed from her powerful
political family and its dark secrets. But Jess can’t
ignore her passions—not her love for ballet, nor her
tumultuous desire for the unexpected lover who
threatens to jeopardize her carefully constructed identity.
Love does no harm. . . . Devin Castile is all sex-andhotness wrapped up in a dangerous package. Jess
worked hard to leave danger behind. But she wants Cas
as much as the girl she once was longs to be free.
Convinced they can keep their messy emotions at bay,
Jess and Cas indulge their wildest fantasies. But soon
Jess’s lies begin to crumble, and the lovers discover
that freedom comes with a deadly price.
"Run little chicken, the wolf's gonna getcha..." Just when
Zoe Scott, a young teenager, from Denver, Colorado
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thinks she's about to start her first year of high
school--her parents have a different plan f or her. They
intend on sending her to Genesis, a mental health clinic
in Zurich, Switzerland. Zoe is opposed to the idea of
leaving her comfort zone, but with some convincing, she
agrees to prepare herself f or a life without "the man with
no face" haunting her in her dreams every night, by
leaving Denver and welcoming Zurich as her new home.
When you look upward, what do you see? A wondrous
world that rustles, flutters, bursts with color, and shines
at night. Up In The Air celebrates the nature around and
above us, encouraging children to look, listen, and take
notice. From cloud patterns to constellations, the chirrup
of a single sparrow to the cacophony of the dawn chorus,
and from trees that rustle in the wind to butterflies that flit
around this beautifully illustrated ebook encourages
children to look, listen, and feel nature all around. Up In
The Air looks at the habitats above our heads,
uncovering the insects that make their homes in tree
trunks and the animals that move from tree to tree in
towering rainforests. It develops sky-watching skills so
children can track the migration of birds and name the
stars and planets of the night sky. As well as discovering
the joy nature can bring to us, a strong conservation
message helps children learn how they can give back to
the environment. The living things inside this ebook are
vital for our planet's future, whether they are insects
pollinating plants or trees helping to make the air we
breathe.
Stories by writers with Southern backgrounds deal with
the modern problems of life in the South
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LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine
that chronicled the 20th Century. It now lives on at
LIFE.com, the largest, most amazing collection of
professional photography on the internet. Users can
browse, search and view photos of today’s people and
events. They have free access to share, print and post
images for personal use.
"Introverted, daydream-prone Zoe is afraid her real life
will never be as exciting as her imaginary one"--

The Lunch Ladies are Back in DAMNED IF I
DO--And They Might Be Damned If They Say I Do
Dogged by past heartache, Dani returns to the hotel
to win Tucker back. But her hot roadie is nowhere to
be found. Picking up a few clues, Dani goes in hot
pursuit, but will it be for better or for worse? Sam has
pushed her man Kyle away. And when the Canadian
hockey referee reappears, he faces an icy reception.
Now Sam must decide if she wants to turn her "I
don't" into "I do". But whatever Dani and Sam come
up with, you're in for a wild ride with the lunch ladies!
Better buckle your seatbelt... Publisher's Note: This
series is a fun look at the serious side of life and will
be enjoyed by chick-lit and women's fiction fans of
Sophie Kinsella, Fannie Flagg, Colleen Coleman and
Sally Thorne as well as Emily Griffin. The Devilish
Divas Series . . . To Hell in a Coach Bag Damned if I
Do The Devil You Know Satan, Line One Pitchfork in
the Road
What Readers are saying about SIREN: "... Cannot
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wait to read the next one..." "...Loved it !!!!!" "...It's
super freaking hot! I couldn't put it down, read all 3 in
24 hours..." For fans of The Black Dagger
Brotherhood, 50 Shades, and Twilight, comes a
controversial adult tale of alpha vampire warriors
who do not sparkle, claiming what is theirs for the
survival of their species. From the New York Times
bestselling author of A Terrible Love. Synopsis:
Alicia's had a rough week. She was picked up by a
half-Mer, half Druid vampire male who awakened her
fertility then cast her aside. When Alicia discovers
she not only has the rare Druid witch's blood, but she
is Lycan as well. Time begins to run out for her to
figure out what she can do next, until an evil Druid
priest, hiding in plain sight, tries for her. Enter
Damon, exactly as much of a half-breed as she. Can
he overcome his natural distrust of females to listen
to his instincts? Or will it take Alicia getting taken by
the biggest werewolf pack in the tri-state area to get
his full attention. Or the attention of Kellan, who trails
Alicia for a priesthood ritual so vile, she won't survive
it. Nor is she meant to. DAMON is a short novel at
app. 40k words/ 200 paperback pages.
In this moving novel about the power of second
chances, Jean Stone proves that it’s never too late
to go after the one that got away. For every woman,
there is a first love. And for Meg, Zoe, and Alissa,
that love has never been forgotten. Now these three
friends have made a pact. In the next six months,
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they vow to reconnect with the men who touched
their lives so long ago. Meg is blessed with success,
yet lives a life without love, haunted by the only man
she’s ever wanted, a man who’s still irresistible . . .
and seemingly out of reach. Zoe is a once-prominent
film star, desperate for a comeback and scared to
discover what has become of her hometown
sweetheart—the one person who means more to her
than fame. Alissa, the darling of Atlanta society,
seems to have it all. Then, in one shocking moment,
she finds that her life is a sham and that she left the
only man who ever really loved her. Now these
women will risk everything—their families, their
reputations, and their hearts—to take a chance on the
alluring magic of first love. Includes a special
message from the editor, as well as excerpts from
these Loveswept titles: The Notorious Lady Anne,
Along Came Trouble, and Strictly Business.
When talented copywriter Zoe Diamond first enters
the plush offices of global beauty empire Visage
D’Or she doesn’t own a face cream. She thinks
uplift is by Wonderbra. And wrinkles are removed
with an iron. Soon she’s seduced, manipulated and
betrayed by charming words, false promises, and the
powerful men behind them. She doesn’t drink. Lie.
Or have sex on the boardroom table. Yet. She learns
beauty means pain. Truth means legal lies. And
miracle creams make beautiful profits. At her
expense. Drowning in champagne-fueled corruption
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and scandal, Zoe fights to keep her job, her
reputation and most importantly, the man of her
dreams. But will she succeed before The Beauty
Game destroys her...? "'The Beauty Game' is
tremendous good fun: smart, sharp, frequently
hilarious and packed with unforgettable characters, I
can't recommend this book enough. Read it - not
only will you have a fabulously good time, but you'll
never see the beauty industry in quite the same light
again."
Along with General Claire Chennault's "Flying
Tigers," the men and planes of the 490th Bomb
Squadron became famous as the "Burma Bridge
Busters." From late 1942 to the end of the war, their
incredible feats of low-level bombing and strafing of
Japanese-held bridges, airfields, and troop facilities
in occupied Burma hindered the Japanese advance
in Asia, and provided critical air support for the allies
fighting on the ground. The author's uncle, a
radioman/waist gunner in the 490th, was killed on a
mission in the waning days of the war. This book is
both a search for his memory, and a tribute to the
squadron in which he proudly served and sacrificed
his life—the "Burma Bridge Busters." The author was
born and raised in Chicago. In addition to writing and
traveling, he is an avid fisherman, hunter, and scuba
diver. He has published Seasons of Harvest, a threevolume historical novel, and is at work on a second
novel titled Cumberland Road. This book is his first
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nonfiction work.
Billie Scott is an artist. Her debut gallery exhibition
opens in a few months. Within a fortnight she'll be
completely blind. Zoe Thorogood's first graphic novel
is a story about what it's like to get something you
want, have it immediately taken away from you and
then how you put it all back together again. Set in a
world of people down on their luck from
Middlesbrough to London, it's a graphic novel that
speaks of post-austerity Britain and the problems
facing those left behind. It's also the debut work of
an exciting author who many are tipping to be a
great new talent in the world of comics!
The first book in a series about queer love in the age
of sex, drugs, and techno.
Embark Upon a Journey of Sisterhood, Adventure,
Happiness, Tears and Love in the First Three FullLength Novels from The Devilish Divas Series by
M.J. Schiller Book 1: To Hell in a Coach Bag - A
wacky widow, a wild divorcee, a frustrated wife and
their mid-life hormonal boss are the "lunch ladies".
On a quest to find solace from life's disappointments
and recapture their youthful spirit, Dani, Sam, Alex
and Max set out on a cross-country road trip. Book
2: Damned if I Do - Dogged by past heartache, Dani
returns to the hotel to win Tucker back. But her hot
roadie is nowhere to be found. Picking up a few
clues, Dani goes in hot pursuit, but will it be for better
or for worse? Sam has pushed her man Kyle away.
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And when the Canadian hockey referee reappears,
he faces an icy reception. Now Sam must decide if
she wants to turn her "I don't" into "I do". Book 3:
The Devil You Know - Lunch Ladies Dani, Max, and
Alex want to make sure wedding bells ring for pal
Samantha and her fiancé, Kyle, even if it requires a
showdown with Sam's ex and a case of Ding Dongs
to avert disaster. But first, they need to find the bride!
Meanwhile newlyweds Dani and Tucker face the joys
and struggles of a growing blended-family as
Tucker's teenaged daughter, Zoe, who is enamored
with the boy next door, enacts a plan that puts her in
a risky situation. Publisher's Note: This series is a
fun look at the serious side of life and will be enjoyed
by chick-lit and women's fiction fans of Sophie
Kinsella, Fannie Flagg, Colleen Coleman and Judith
Keim as well as Melanie Summers. The Devilish
Divas Series To Hell in a Coach Bag Damned if I Do
The Devil You Know Satan, Line One Pitchfork in the
Road About the Author: Bestselling author M.J.
Schiller is a retired lunch lady/romance-romantic
suspense writer. She enjoys writing novels whose
characters include rock stars, desert princes,
teachers, futuristic Knights, construction workers,
cops, and a wide variety of others. In her mind
everybody has a romance. She is the mother of a
twenty-three-year-old and three twenty-one-yearolds--that's right, triplets! So having recently taught
four children to drive, she likes to escape from life on
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occasion by pretending to be a rock star at karaoke.
However...you won’t be seeing her name on any
record labels soon.
This Reese Witherspoon Book Club Pick and New
York Times bestseller is “a captivating story of love
lost and found” (Kirkus Reviews) set in the lush
Sicilian countryside, where one woman discovers the
healing powers of food, family, and unexpected
grace in her darkest hours. It was love at first sight
when actress Tembi met professional chef, Saro, on
a street in Florence. There was just one problem:
Saro’s traditional Sicilian family did not approve of
his marrying a black American woman. However, the
couple, heartbroken but undeterred, forged on. They
built a happy life in Los Angeles, with fulfilling
careers, deep friendships, and the love of their lives:
a baby girl they adopted at birth. Eventually, they
reconciled with Saro’s family just as he faced a
formidable cancer that would consume all their
dreams. From Scratch chronicles three summers
Tembi spends in Sicily with her daughter, Zoela, as
she begins to piece together a life without her
husband in his tiny hometown hamlet of farmers.
Where once Tembi was estranged from Saro’s
family, now she finds solace and
nourishment—literally and spiritually—at her mother-inlaw’s table. In the Sicilian countryside, she
discovers the healing gifts of simple fresh food, the
embrace of a close knit community, and timeless
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traditions and wisdom that light a path forward. All
along the way she reflects on her and Saro’s
romance—an incredible love story that leaps off the
pages. In Sicily, it is said that every story begins with
a marriage or a death—in Tembi Locke’s case, it is
both. “Locke’s raw and heartfelt memoir will uplift
readers suffering from the loss of their own loved
ones” (Publishers Weekly), but her story is also
about love, finding a home, and chasing flavor as an
act of remembrance. From Scratch is for anyone
who has dared to reach for big love, fought for what
mattered most, and those who needed a powerful
reminder that life is...delicious.
An Alpha Billionaire Dark Romance. A virgin stripper,
a tragic secret, a dangerous past, and a reluctant
billionaire.... From the New York Times bestselling
author of A TERRIBLE LOVE.
From the NYT bestselling author of A TERRIBLE
LOVE. TT Series, Volumes 7 - 9: Billionaire Dark
Romance
Traces the musical legacy of the California
neighborhood of Laurel Canyon, and the artists who
lived there.
Acclaimed author Laurie Halse Anderson and vibrant
illustrator Ard Hoyt style a hair-raising story that is
sure to be a ‘do! Zoe Fleefenbacher has one blue
eye and one green eye and bright red hair that goes
on...forever. Her hair has always been unruly, but
now she is in first grade and according to her
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teacher, Ms. Trisk, “first grade has rules.” It takes
countless barrettes and scrunchies to finally hold
Zoe’s hair. But when it can help with an
uncooperative science lesson, will Ms. Trisk let
Zoe’s hair free?
From NEW YORK TIMES & USA TODAY bestselling
author, Marata Eros Get ready for hot sexual
encounters of menage, bisexual, vivid erotica and
romance that will turn the reader into a voyeur in the
Zoe Scott Series.... Zoe is restless when her
firefighter boyfriend doesn't bring the unexpected.
When erotic circumstances present themselves, she
and best friend Dara, manipulate Darrell into a place
where he sheds his vanilla mindset and goes along
for a sexual ride of epic proportions. But can it last
forever? Included titles are as follows: #1,
SMOLDERING WET, Zoe discovers Darrell is not as
vanilla as he seems.... #2, COLD FIRE, Zoe and
Dara get tangled up at the firehouse and are in need
of a rescue.... #3, INTERNAL COMBUSTION, When
two vikings get involved, Darrell blows a circuit.... #4,
BACK DRAFT, Darrell throws down an ultimatum
that ruffles Zoe's feathers.... #5, CHARGED HOSE,
Zoe learns that she can't take the vanilla out of the
man... #6, PIKE POLE, Dara convinces Zoe to go
straight.... #7, POINT of IGNITION, Some of Dara
and Zoe's past exploits come back to haunt them....
#8, BOILING OVER, Zoe commits to Darrell, but not
the way he's thinking....
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An Enemies to Lovers Romance Her first mistake
was lying to me. Did she actually think I would let her
get away with this deception? I was going to make
her pay for every lie that slipped from those
gorgeous lips. She may think this is just a game, but
I have a surprise for her. I only play games I can win,
and my prize will be her complete surrender. When a
commanding Lieutenant Colonel from the marines
and an investigative reporter come together in a
battle of wills, you know it's going to get really really
hot. Grab your fans and ice water ladies you will
need then. - Lyn's Thinking Out Loud BookBlog
Previously published as Own Me.
This film producer’s honest, hilarious behind-thescenes memoir “details the planning, handholding
and power games involved in making movies”
(Publishers Weekly). Art Linson has had a hand in
producing some of the most unforgettable films of
the past half-century—Fast Times at Ridgemont High,
The Untouchables, Fight Club—and has worked with
some of America’s finest actors and directors. In
what the Los Angeles Times calls “a breezy
anatomy of ritual humiliation,” his memoir gives us a
brutally honest, funny, and comprehensive tour
through the horrors of Hollywood. “Art Linson puts a
film freak exactly where he or she wants to be: in the
Fox screening room during the studio brass’s
horrified first look at Fight Club...Linson gives
readers a glimpse into a bizarre world where ‘It’s
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good’ is the absolute worst thing you can say about
a movie.” —Entertainment Weekly “A hoot.”—The
Philadelphia Inquirer Includes a new interview of Art
Linson by Peter Biskind and the screenplay of the
film version
Is this the best story you will ever read? How can one
persons dream holiday turn into your dream reality... It's
all inside these two covers you hold in your hand! Follow
Zoe deep into the heart of Africa as she chases all her
heart's wants, needs and desires. This is a story of how
to uncover the secrets to life, all its wealth, health and
happiness by simply understanding the world in which
we live and our very own connection to it. Through a
series of unfolding events perhaps once considered
coincidence, a new pathway opens up to guide Zoe but
as each so called coincidence appears it begins to reveal
it's true identity. Open this book to begin your very own
voyage of discovery, the twist is, if you do make it to the
end expect to come face to face with the realisation that
all your own dreams are about to come true! A
contemporary novel by Zoe Scott-Jones
“Enticing and enthralling.” —Jewell Parker Rhodes From
debut author Janae Marks comes a captivating mystery
full of heart, as one courageous girl questions
assumptions, searches for the truth, and does what she
believes is right—even in the face of great opposition. A
perfect book for fans of Front Desk and All Rise for the
Honorable Perry T. Cook! Zoe Washington isn’t sure
what to write. What does a girl say to the father she’s
never met, hadn’t heard from until his letter arrived on
her twelfth birthday, and who’s been in prison for a
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terrible crime? A crime he says he never committed.
Could Marcus really be innocent? Zoe is determined to
uncover the truth. Even if it means hiding his letters and
her investigation from the rest of her family. Everyone
else thinks Zoe’s worrying about doing a good job at her
bakery internship and proving to her parents that she’s
worthy of auditioning for Food Network’s Kids Bake
Challenge. But with bakery confections on one part of
her mind, and Marcus’s conviction weighing heavily on
the other, this is one recipe Zoe doesn’t know how to
balance. The only thing she knows to be true: Everyone
lies.
An Enemies to Lovers Romance First, she tried to kill
me. Then she ran. Hunting her down will be my pleasure
and her pain. Nobody defies me and gets away with it,
especially not her. My pretty captive is about to learn her
rebelliousness has consequences. I’ll settle for nothing
less than her complete surrender. Explosive chemistry,
intense suspense and dark thrilling escapades! This
book right here is why I love dark romances. Zoe Blake
encompasses all the shadows, darkness in this novel
and there is no wonder why her brilliant talent shines
through in her writing. - Wit & Wonder Book Blog
Previously published as Bite Me.
Who says you can't choose your family? Their shared
sweet sixteen party is just around the corner, and half
sisters Isabelle Scott and Mirabelle Monroe are ready to
cut loose, even if they are the daughters of a prominent
public figure. So when Izzie's estranged aunt, Zoe,
breezes into town unannounced, it just might be the
change that the Monroe family needs -- or not,
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depending on who you ask... Happy with her cute surfer
boyfriend and a group of great girlfriends, Izzie has no
interest in getting to know yet another long-lost family
member. But Mira, who's on a mission to try new things
and meet new people -- a handsome brooding painter in
particular -- is drawn to Izzie's artsy aunt, who seems to
the be the polar opposite of the uptight Monroe family.
As the girls try to negotiate the unexpected paths their
lives have taken, Zoe's laid-back attitude eventually
charms them both. But when Zoe offers Izzie the chance
to leave Emerald Cove and start fresh in California, Izzie
and Mira are faced with bigger changes than they
expected. Is a move to the West Coast what Izzie had in
mind for her sweet sixteen? The heartwarming
conclusion to Jen Calonita's Belles trilogy.
He’s the Spare Heir of Bliss’s most famous jewelry
shop Max Gregory’s family is best known for creating
and displaying the infamous Mrs. Claus diamond ring,
but here in the bridal capital of the world, Max is best
known for having a cursed love life. Not that he believes
in curses. Or he didn’t, until he met her. She’s the
daughter of a notorious jewel thief Merry Silver's parents
have wreaked havoc on her life. After her last romantic
disaster—thanks, Daddy—she’s fleeing the country for a
chance at normal. But first, she has to avoid her favorite
ex-boyfriend while she gets her mom married off. Again.
And their Christmas miracle might be a second chance
at love Max was horrified when he discovered why Merry
disappeared last year. Now she's back in Bliss for a
wedding, and her father may be after his family’s most
prized possession. But is it the diamond Max is worried
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about? Or is he afraid of losing the only woman who’s
ever made him want to settle down? Either way...the
family jewels are in danger.
"A sharp fantasy thriller." --People "Swoonworthy."
--Time "Sharp, dark, thoughtful and romantic."
--Cassandra Clare, #1 New York Times bestselling
author When their worlds collide, X and Zoe are pushed
to the edge of everything in this much-buzzed-about tour
de force YA fantasy from Entertainment Weekly veteran
Jeff Giles. For the perfect love, what would you be willing
to lose? It's been a shattering year for seventeen-yearold Zoe, who's still reeling from her father's shocking
death in a caving accident and her neighbors' mysterious
disappearance from their own home. Then on a terrifying
subzero, blizzardy night in Montana, she and her brother
are brutally attacked in the woods--only to be rescued by
a mysterious bounty hunter they call X. X is no ordinary
bounty hunter. He is from a hell called the Lowlands,
sent to claim the soul of Zoe's evil attacker and others
like him. X is forbidden from revealing himself to anyone
other than his prey, but he casts aside the Lowlands'
rules for Zoe. As they learn more about their colliding
worlds, they begin to question the past, their fate, and
their future. But escaping the Lowlands and the ties that
bind X might mean the ultimate sacrifice for them both.
Gripping and full of heart, this epic start to a new series
will bring readers right to the edge of everything.
Winner of the inaugural Chicken House/London Times
Children's Fiction Competition, which called it "a funny,
clever, towering adventure." Because of climate change,
much of 23rd-century England is underwater. Poor Lilly
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is out fishing with her trusty first mate, Cat, when greedy
raiders pillage the town--and kidnap the Prime Minister's
daughter. Her village blamed, Lilly decides to find the
girl. Off she sails, in secret. And with a ransom: a
mysterious talking jewel. Along the way she forms a wary
friendship with Zeph, a punky raider boy. "If I save the
Prime Minister's daughter," Lilly reasons, "he's sure to
reward me." Little does Lilly know that it will take more
than grit to outwit the tricky, treacherous piratical tribes!
Menage Dark Paranormal Alpha Vampire Romance. For
fans of THE BLACK DAGGER BROTHERHOOD, 50
SHADES, and TWILIGHT, comes a controversial adult
tale of alpha vampire warriors who do not sparkle,
claiming what is theirs for the survival of their species.
From the NYT bestselling author of A TERRIBLE LOVE,
comes a ??? #1 Erotic Horror Bestselling series.???

Zoe Bennett feels lost at her fancy private school.
She's not the star drama queen like her sister, or a
brainiac math genius like her brother. Luckily her
best friend, Dara, is just as content as Zoe is to stay
in the shadows -- or is she? When Dara gets a part
in the school musical, Zoe feels abandoned. What's
worse, Zoe's practically being stalked by the weird
new kid, Lucas. Then Lucas accidentally drops his
notebook and Zoe finds it's written in symbols and
numbers -- it's complete gibberish. Yet she sees her
name in there, plain as day. Now Lucas is telling her
she's a natural code-reading genius -- or some kind
of mental freak. As Zoe's daydreaming lands her in
trouble at school, anonymous notes start to appear
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in students' lockers, and Zoe is the number one
suspect. Solving word puzzles may come easily to
her, but now there's more at stake -- will Zoe be able
to solve her way out of this? With plenty of wit and
insight, Barbara Dee has created this fresh, funny
story of a girl who discovers that fitting in sometimes
means standing out.
Written for students training for careers in the
helping professions, this Fourth Edition covers all the
essential topics central to understanding people
whether they are clients, service users, patients or
pupils. Following the shape of a human life,
beginning with birth and ending with death, it
combines theoretical concepts and reflective
learning to help your students develop an
understanding of what makes us grow and change
over our lives. The NEW Online Case Study
Resource - Tangled Webs Now you and your
students can explore key issues and themes raised
in the book and develop the skill of linking theory to
practice with free access to a new online case study
resource. By following the lives of people living in the
fictional London Borough of Bexford, this series of
interlinked and extended case studies will allow your
students to explore complex situations, much as they
might do as practitioners in their working lives, and
consider what ideas about Human Growth and
Development might inform their thinking and
practice.
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Constantine has been a bad boy (vamp) and
murdered an important Mer prince while kidnapping
his sister, Ember, the princess. Can Lucia and Tarrin
explore why Con committed the crime without his
execution, and in so doing, keep the retaliation of the
Mer from the Druid coven?
“Gilbert’s dead-on mimicry of conversational
rhythms makes even the most ludicrous exchanges
sound plausible, and he applies physical details
sparingly and potently…wickedly funny.” —Adam
Goodheart, The New York Times Book Review The
masterfully crafted stories that comprise Remote
Feed mark the auspicious debut of a daring and
remarkably perceptive writer. From war-torn Bosnia
to a college sorority house to kill-or-be-killed
Hollywood, David Gilbert uses bold prose and dark
wit to paint a devastating picture of “normal” life on
the brink of desperation and paranoia. His insights
into the minor tragedies, disappointments, and
desires that shape us reflect a deep understanding
of human nature and a genuine compassion for his
characters. Filled with startling twists, piercing irony,
and layers of meaning, the world Gilbert creates in
Remote Feed is a complex one—often hilarious,
sometimes frightening, but always fascinating. “The
short stories in David Gilbert’s Remote Feed speak
volumes about the ways modern men seek
adventure and comfort.” —Sara Nelson, Glamour
“These stories are funny and thoroughly
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entertaining…Keep an eye on this guy David Gilbert.”
—Mike Musgrove, The Washington Post
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